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Abstract
The combinatorial structure con guration which was already de"ned as early as 1876 is the
topic of this paper. In their early years con"gurations were regarded to be "nite geometrical
substructures of the plane. The best example is the wrong picture of a con"guration 103 by
Kantor. However, before 1890 con"gurations were already established as purely combinatorial
structures. In the 20th century the problem of realization of con"gurations over "elds and of
drawing of con"gurations in the real plane has been investigated.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The word “con"guration” is quite often used in mathematics, in particular in com-
binatorics, as a synonym for substructure. However, it is a well-de"ned combinatorial
structure like a graph or design. Moreover, it is indeed one of the oldest combinatorial
structures, de"ned already in a geometrical context in 1876. A modern de"nition is as
follows.
Denition 1.1. A con"guration (vr; bk) is a "nite incidence structure of v points and b
lines such that
(i) there are k points on each line and r lines through each point, and
(ii) there is at most one line through two given points.
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For further information see [9]; there are only two other books which contain infor-
mation on con"gurations [16,18], the former was reprinted recently.
In this paper the development of con"gurations which were born in geometry during
the last 125 years is described and discussed. Section 2 describes the early years of
con"gurations and the conFict between their geometrical and combinatorial properties,
represented by the wrong picture of Kantor. The breakthrough of Martinetti (see Section
3) opened the research of con"gurations as purely combinatorial objects. However, the
old geometrical origin of con"gurations again occurs in the modern realization and
drawing problems of our century (Section 4).
The "rst part (Sections 2 and 3) contains several citations from original papers of
the last century which are not so easily available today in order to enable the reader
to follow the development from geometry to combinatorics. For further information
see [5,11]. There is also a paper [15] in the German language which more explicitly
describes the situation in StraHburg after 1871 as well as the possible connection of
con"gurations to Hilbert’s Grundlagen der Geometrie of 1899. The topic of Section
4 is discussed in more detail in [12,13] which contain further theoretical background,
many references, and several drawings of con"gurations.
2. Congurations born in geometry
2.1. The book “Geometrie der Lage”
The word con"guration in the above sense was used in Theodor Reye’s book
Geometrie der Lage for the "rst time. In the second edition of his book of 1876
[21] Reye mentioned con"gurations as mathematical objects in their own right as gen-
eralizations of the Desargues con"guration 103.
Von SJatzen Juber das Dreieck will ich nur den folgenden nennen: Liegen zwei
Dreiecke ABC und A1B1C1 so (Fig. 3), daH die Verbindungslinien AA1, BB1 und
CC1 gleichnamiger Eckpunkte sich in einem und demselben Punkte S schneiden,
so begegnen sich die gleichnamigen Seiten AB und A1B1, BC und B1C1, CA und
C1A1 in drei Punkten C2, A2, B2 einer Geraden, und umgekehrt.
The above citation in the "rst edition of Reye’s book describes the theorem of
Desargues. In the second edition of 1876 the following sentence is included.
Die den Satz erlJauternde Figur verdient Beachtung als ReprJasentant einer Gattung
von merkwJurdigen, durch eine gewisse RegelmJassigkeit ausgezeichneten Con"gu-
rationen. Sie besteht aus 10 Punkten und 10 Geraden; auf jeder der Geraden liegen
drei von den 10 Punkten, und durch jeden dieser Punkte gehen drei von den 10
Geraden.
Here Reye describes the "gure related to the above theorem (which is the con"gura-
tion of Desargues) as the representative of a certain family of con"gurations consisting
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of 10 points and 10 lines such that there are three points on each line and three lines
through each point.
2.2. Some biographical remarks
Since most of the mathematicians who are involved in the research of con"gurations
do not belong to the well-known ones in the following there are some short biographical
notes on some of them.
Theodor Reye was born in RitzebJuttel near Cuxhaven in 1838, was a professor of
mathematics in ZJurich, Aachen, and (after 1872) in StraHburg, and died in WJurzburg
in 1919. Reye started his research in applied mathematics and physics. In ZJurich he
turned his interests towards geometry.
Seligmann Kantor was born in Soborten near Teplitz (now Teplice in the Czech
Republic) in 1857, studied in Wien, Roma, StraHburg, and Paris, and became a Pri-
vatdocent in Praha in 1881. In 1886 he left academic life and lived in Italy.
Vittorio Martinetti was born in Scorzalo near Mantova in 1859, became a professor
of mathematics at the university of Messina in 1887, and died in Milano in 1936.
Heinrich Eduard SchrJoter was born in KJonigsberg (now Kaliningrad in Russia) in
1829, studied in Berlin and KJonigsberg, became a professor in Breslau (now Wroc law
in Poland) in 1858, and died in Breslau in 1892.
2.3. The  rst constructions and the “wrong” picture
A few years later a formal de"nition for con"gurations ni was given in [22].
Eine Con"guration ni in der Ebene besteht aus n Punkten und n Geraden in solcher
Lage, dass jede der n Geraden i von den n Punkten enthJalt und durch jeden der
n Punkte i von den n Geraden gehen.
Reye still discusses con"gurations as "nite geometrical substructures of the plane.
This becomes totally clear when he discusses the existence problem of con"gurations
n3 for small values of n as follows.
Reelle Con"gurationen 83 existiren nicht; dagegen hat Herr S. Kantor drei ver-
schiedenartige Con"gurationen 93 und zehn verschiedene 103 nachgewiesen.
In the case of con"gurations 83 Reye remarks that there are no real con"gurations. In
fact, there is a unique con"guration 83, however, not realizable over the real numbers.
He mentions a result of Kantor that there are three diPerent con"gurations 93 and
ten diPerent con"gurations 103. In the same paper Reye describes the “problem of
con"gurations” that is, of "nding all diPerent con"gurations ni for given numbers n
and i and discussing their properties as follows.
Das Problem der Con"gurationen nun verlangt, daH alle verschiedenartigen, zu den
Zahlen n und i gehJorigen Con"gurationen ni ermittelt und daH ihre wichtigsten
Eigenschaften aufgesucht werden.
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Fig. 1.
This de"nition corresponds to the situation where v=b=n, i.e. the number of points
is equal to the number of lines. In the plane the axiom that through two distinct points
there is at most one line is automatically ful"lled.
Indeed, 1 year earlier already Kantor [17] had constructed all 10 con"gurations
103. These are combinatorial structures having the same parameters as the Desargues
con"guration but are pairwise nonisomorphic. Although the constructions of Kantor are
done from a combinatorial point of view and the geometrical aspect is not touched at
all in his paper, at the end of the journal 10 drawings of these 10 con"gurations in
the plane are included.
However, one of these drawings (see Fig. 1) is wrong (one line consists of two
straight segments not forming an angle of 180◦). A few years later it was proved by
SchrJoter (see below) for the "rst time that exactly one of these 10 con"gurations cannot
be drawn in the plane. However, it seems that to Kantor it was not clear whether there
is a diPerence between the combinatorial and the geometrical aspect of a con"guration.
In his paper Kantor announces the construction of all con"gurations 103 and 113. He
does not use Reye’s notation which is now standard; as far as it is known the further
paper on con"gurations 113 of Kantor never appeared.
In dieser und einer folgenden Abhandlung werde ich die sJammtlichen mJoglichen
Formen der ebenen Con"gurationen (3,3) aus 10, respective 11 Geraden und Punk-
ten geben. ..... Es wird sich im Verlaufe unserer Raisonnements ergeben, daH es
10 essentiell verschiedene Gestalten der (3; 3)10 gibt, von denen bisher Juberhaupt
nur eine bekannt war.
To summarize these "rst years the diPerence between con"gurations realized or
drawn in real geometry and con"gurations as purely combinatorial structures seems to
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be unknown. Apparently even Reye thinks that there are 10 diPerent con"gurations 103
in the real plane.
3. Congurations as combinatorial structures
It is not clear whether Reye remained interested in con"gurations in the years which
followed. Kantor left academic life and moved to Italy as mentioned above. The interest
in con"gurations moved to Breslau in Germany and to Italy.
3.1. The breakthrough of Martinetti
Already a few years later, at the latest in Martinetti’s paper of 1887 [19], it is
clear that con"gurations are only considered from a combinatorial point of view. Mar-
tinetti "nds a recursive construction method to construct all con"gurations n3 if all
con"gurations (n − 1)3 are known and by using his method constructs all 31 con-
"gurations 113.
In questa Nota mi propongo di far conoscere un metodo per dedurre tutte le
forme possibili di Con"gurazioni 3, quando si conoscano tutte le Cfz. ( − 1)3.
ApplicherRo in "ne questo metodo per dedurre dalle note Cfz. 103 tutte le Cfz. 113
che, io credo, non furono ancora indicate.
Martinetti found a recursive construction method for con"gurations n3 which does
not care at all about geometrical properties. Furthermore, the language is changed. In-
stead of points and lines Martinetti uses the words “numbers” (numeri) and “columns”
(colonne).
Coi numeri progressivi dall’ 1 al  indicheremo i punti della Cfz. 3 e rappre-
senteremo la Cfz. stessa scrivendo in colonne successive i numeri rappresentanti
le terne di punti in linea retta, come ad es.
3.2. Schroter’s investigations
While Martinetti does not care at all about the geometrical context of con"gurations it
is SchrJoter in Breslau who in a paper of 1888 [23] remarks that he thinks that Martinetti
did not “really construct” ( wirkliche Herstellung ) his “theoretical” con"gurations.
Da die von mir am SchluH zu gebende allgemeine Konstruction der Kon"gura-
tion n3 erst fJur n¿ 9 GJultigkeit hat, so gestatten Sie mir, die vorhergehenden
einfachsten Kon"gurationen besonders zu behandeln, wobei sich denn Ihre Fig-
uren, sowie die von Hrn. Martinetti theoretisch nachgewiesenen Kon"gurationen
ergeben, deren wirkliche Herstellung eben von mir vermiHt wurde.
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In his paper of 1889 [24] SchrJoter refers to Kantor’s result where he constructed
the 10 diPerent con"gurations 103. He remarks that this paper of Kantor made him to
discuss their geometrical construction.
FJur n= 10 hat Herr S. Kantor ... zuerst die sJammtlichen wesentlich von einander
verschiedenen zehn Gestalten der Kfg. 103 aufgestellt, ...
Das Studium der zweiten inhaltreichen Abhandlung des Herrn S. Kantor fJuhrte
mich dazu, die verschiedenen geometrischen Konstructionen, aus welchen derselbe
zu dem vollstJandigen Systeme der zehn Kfg. 103 gelangt, rJucksichtlich ihrer wirk-
lichen AusfJuhrbarkeit zu prJufen und ( die kombinatorische Bildungsweise der Kfg.
vorausgesetzt ) ihre geometrische Konstruction aufzusuchen; dabei zeigte sich die
eigenthJumliche und unerwartete Erscheinung, daH nur neun Kfg. 103 geometrisch
konstruirbar sind, dagegen die zehnte ( bei Kantor C ) obwohl kombinatorisch
zulJassig, doch geometrisch unausfJuhrbar ist.
In this paper SchrJoter proves that only nine con"gurations 103 can be constructed
geometrically and calls this result unexpected. He calls the 10th con"guration combi-
natorially admissable but geometrically not executable.
At the end of his paper SchrJoter gives the de"nition of a con"guration in the sense
of Martinetti using the words elements and columns instead of points and lines. He
explains that this purely combinatorial problem is “dressed geometrically” if one speaks
about points and lines instead of elements and columns.
Eine Kon"guration 103 ist eine derartige Gruppirung von zehn Elementen in zehn
Kolonnen zu je dreien, daH jedes Element in drei und nur in drei Kolonnen auftritt,
keine Kolonne zwei gleiche Elemente enthJalt und keine zwei Kolonnen mehr als
ein gleiches Element enthalten.
Man kleidet diese rein kombinatorische Aufgabe der Bildungsweise einer Kfg.
103 in ein geometrisches Gewand, wenn man fJur die Elemente Punkte und fJur
die Kolonnen Gerade setzt, also eine Figur von zehn Punkten und zehn Geraden
aufsucht, die so liegen, daH auf jeder der zehn Geraden drei der zehn Punkte sich
be"nden und durch jeden der zehn Punkte drei der zehn Geraden gehen.
Hence within 13 years the development of con"gurations as combinatorial structure
was explained and understood.
3.3. Con gurations at the turn of the century
The time which followed is described here very brieFy. The interested reader is
referred to my other papers mentioned above. In his dissertation of 1894 Steinitz proved
that all connected con"gurations n3 can be drawn in the plane with at most one curved
line. Around 1930 the two books of Levi [18] and Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen [16] are
published.
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3.4. Con gurations in modern times
Independent from their geometrical background con"gurations (vr; bk) are de"ned as
in De"nition 1.1. There are two main questions for given parameters v; r; b; k. Does a
con"guration (vr; bk) exist? How many such nonisomorphic con"gurations are there?
At least the following obvious necessary conditions must hold:
vr = bk; v¿ r(k − 1) + 1; b¿ k(r − 1) + 1:
However, they are not suUcient. For example, there is no con"guration 225. For the
current state of the art on this existence problem of con"gurations see [7,8].
Concerning the problem of determining all nonisomorphic con"gurations with pa-
rameters v; r; b; k already in the last century all con"gurations n3 with n6 11 were
constructed [19]. During the last 10 years further results have been obtained. For ex-
ample, the number of con"gurations 183 is 530452205 [2], the number of con"gurations
184 is 971171 [1], and the number of con"gurations (124; 163) is 574 [6]. Further ex-
act numbers can be found in a recent paper [14] where con"gurations are discussed as
particular linear spaces (cf. Section 4.2).
Further particular properties of con"gurations have been discussed, mainly those of
combinatorial nature. More group-theoretical questions concerning con"gurations and
their collineations are discussed in [4].
4. Realizations and drawings
4.1. Con gurations
From the point of view of pure combinatorics the problems of realizing and drawing
con"gurations may be arti"cial. However, because of the origin and the early history
of con"gurations they are quite natural (cf. Section 2). Realizations and drawings
have already been discussed in [12,13]. The interested reader should consult these two
papers.
In order to "nd a drawing of a con"guration in the plane it is necessary to assign
coordinates to the points so that points are collinear in the plane if and only if they are
on a common line of the con"guration. Since the problem of checking the correctness
of a drawing is not so easy (Fig. 1), it seems better to compute the collinearity by
means of algebra. On the other hand, also a drawing where the lines are nearly straight
lines can serve as a good illustration of the con"guration.
In fact, a projection of a three-dimensional realization (see de"nition below) of the
con"guration over the "eld of the rationals or reals can produce a good drawing. This
leads to an easy generalization in the following way.
Denition 4.1. A realization of a con"guration with point set P and line set L over a
"eld K is a mapping from P to K3 such that for all distinct i; j; k ∈P
det(xi; xj; xk) = 0 if and only if i; j; k are collinear.
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As an example the following 3-by-11 matrix realizes a certain con"guration 113.
The columns represent the coordinates assigned to the points 1; 2; : : : ; 11.
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1 1 0 0 1 0 17 1 1 37 4
0 0 1 0 1 −17 17 51 2 18 −9
0 1 0 1 1 100 185 285 5 45 0
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
By computing all 3-by-3 determinants over the rationals the con"guration contains
exactly the following 11 lines.
1,2,4 2,3,5 3,4,6 4,5,7 5,6,8 6,7,9 7,8,10 8,9,11 1,9,10 2,10,11 1,3,11.
In this way, the problem of realization of con"gurations now belongs to computa-
tional geometry, a quite modern part of mathematics. However, its origin is closely
related to the origin of con"gurations and of modern geometry in the 19th century.
Apart from the general considerations on realizations [13] and drawings [12] of con-
"gurations there is a recent report on computer drawings of con"gurations [3]. The
computer system VEGA in Ljubljana is used to obtain drawings of con"gurations in
the plane. In particular, this extended abstract contains drawings of the two con"gura-
tions (136; 263) or Steiner systems S(2; 3; 13). The enumeration of these combinatorial
structures was published in [20] exactly 100 years ago.
4.2. Linear spaces and (r,1)-designs
Con"gurations are not the only combinatorial structures for which this realization and
drawing problem exists. In a quite natural way which is explained in [10] con"gurations
can be generalized to (r; 1)-designs and linear spaces.
Denition 4.2. A linear space is an incidence structure of v points and b lines (lines
are subsets of points of size at least two) such that through any two distinct points
there is exactly one line.
(r; 1)-designs are those linear spaces where through every point there are exactly r
lines.
The concept of a linear space was "rst mentioned, as far as we know, by S. MacLane
in 1936. His schematic geometric  gure and a linear space realized or drawn in the
plane are in the same relation as a (combinatorial) con"guration and its geometrical
counterpart. However, since this happened 60 years later the philosophical problems
did not occur again.
5. Conclusion
The mathematical and historical facts on con"gurations between geometry and com-
binatorics in this paper are remarkable from several points of view.
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On the one hand, they show that already in the years between 1880 and 1890 con-
"gurations were discussed as axiomatical and "nite geometrical objects at a time when
the development of the 19th century from Euclidean geometry to an axiomatic geome-
try was not yet "nished. This "nal step is said to be reached in Hilbert’s “Grundlagen
der Geometrie” of 1899. It is not clear when Hilbert became much interested in con-
"gurations. However, in his “Anschauliche Geometrie” of 1932 [16] he remarks that
there was a time when con"gurations were regarded to be the most important part of
geometry:
Es sei erwJahnt, daH eine Zeitlang die Kon"gurationen als das wichtigste Gebiet
der ganzen Geometrie angesehen wurden.
On the other hand, the contents of this paper reFect very well some mathematical
problems like the drawing and the realization problem of con"gurations as typical
problems of the late 20th century with a lot of impact on visualization and computers.
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